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Shielding

‘Extremely vulnerable’

• Remain at home at all times

• No face-to-face contact with anyone

• Minimise the time you spend with others in shared spaces

• Use separate bathroom

• Take your meals back to your room
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1 August
Shielding 

eased 

4 July
Easing 

Lockdown

13 June
Support 
bubbles 

10 May
Stay 

Alert

23 March
Lock-down

5 March 
First death
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Important?

Would you be willing to fill it out?

Yes -
particularly for 
pandemics in 
the future

Definitely important.. 
working out gaps and 
additional fears 
…additional support to 
families

I'm so glad to see 
you doing it

“ “ “



Design
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National survey study

Timepoints 0 2 6 12
Survey Survey Survey PTSD

Survey development 

Recruitment
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Survey
Open text box Closed statements

Experiences 6

Information 7

Decisions 7

Support 5

Experiences and views on the virus 
in relation to your child with cancer

Where do you get information and 
what other information do you need?

How do you make decisions about 
looking after your child?

What additional support would you 
like?
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Survey Across conditions

Core items Patient/parent 
input Clinician input Charity input Condition 

specific survey

Charity input

Distribution Engagement

Interpretation Dissemination
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Parent CYP
Cancer 171 14

Heart Disease 184 36

Kidney condition 197 118

Allergy 43 4

Cystic Fibrosis 145 97

Life-limiting condition 93

Hydrocephalus

Preterm/sick babies



Findings

Parents
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Sample - Cancer
• 171 participants

• 143 mothers

• Median age parent 39 years

• Median age child 7 years

• 67% ON treatment – 29% OFF treatment < 5 years, (5 parents > 5 years)
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Results – Closed statements
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20

0,0 20,0 40,0 60,0 80,0 100,0

Chat/text other ‘cancer parents’    35%

Clinical team have given me information    49%

Read information on social media    84%

INFORMATION
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0,0 20,0 40,0 60,0 80,0 100,0

worry about nurses/carers visiting home    63%

Worry about my own health    81%

Child should be isolated from everyone except the immediate family    82%

Worry that I will catch the virus and then my child will catch it from me    89%
DECISIONS
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0,0 20,0 40,0 60,0 80,0 100,0

Support on how to reduce my child’s worries    20%

Support on how to reduce my worries    31%

Financial support    33%

SUPPORT



Virus

Lockdown and 
isolation

Risk of infection

Need for information 
guidance and advice

Change in healthcare 
provision

Fear and anxiety

Employment and 
income

Provisions and 
dependence on others

Psychological and 
social impact 

Keeping safe under 
lockdown



Virus

Risk of infection

Need for information 
guidance and advice

Change in healthcare 
provision

Fear and anxiety

The thought of us having to go in overnight 
is keeping me awake at night.
“

Constantly researching the internet 
looking for case studies for reassurance
“

His next scan is likely to be cancelled so this 
is causing concern 
“

I think for me it is genuinely the 
unknown
“



Lockdown and 
isolation

Employment and 
income

Provisions and 
dependence on others

Psychological and 
social impact 

Keeping safe under 
lockdown

In some ways because society have 
restrictions it makes it easier
“

Having to rely on others for everything is 
quite patronising
“

Worry about finances as both my husband 
and I have decided to stay home to shield 
her

“

Panic of not being in control again“
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Subgroup analyses

• On and Off treatment 

• Younger vs older - 7 years 
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Summary

• Worries: virus; symptoms; child being infected (through parents, hospital, visitors)

• Information from clinical team and social media

• Support: Parents miss support network – request for support: 25% of parents

• Decisions: common sense

Uncertainty

True uncertainty, coarse recommendations, lack of clarity behind decision-making
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Findings

Children and 
young people
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0,0 20,0 40,0 60,0 80,0 100,0

Support on how to reduce my worries

I have experienced some positive things

Worry the hospital is no longer a safe place

 vigilant about kidney symptoms

Vigilant about virus symptoms

I worry about the virus

CYP (red) versus Parents (blue)
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Young people - unique

• More frustrated

• Less motivated

• Anxious, depressed

• Sad, bored

• Forgotten, overlooked

Feel fed up, bored, Sad that I can’t go out. 
Missing not seeing people. Sometimes 
upset

“

Feeling lonely with my heart condition. 
It's something none of my friends can 
relate to so it's hard explaining my 
worries about it to them

“
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Young people - unique

• More restrictions than peers – missing out, feeling isolated

• Disadvantaged – accessing education and work

• Want support around education and work decisions

• Needing to take precautions to protect themselves

• More relaxed – lifestyle changes

I feel very locked out of the world, like an 
outsider, as I hear about everyone else 
going to the shops and going on walks 

“

As a student nurse I was offered to opt in 
to help with the pandemic. Although I am 
receiving no treatment and just check up, 
I felt that I was more at risk cause of my 
kidney condition and other health 
conditions. Therefore, I decided to opt 
out, which case potentially could impact 
my degree overall.

“



Findings

Shielding
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Life-limiting 
conditions
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I haven’t heard anything from 
my daughters GP or her cardiac 
consultant.

“

When I contacted my GP or 
cardiac team to see how this 
could potentially affect him they 
just referred me back and 
forwards to each other or to the 
NHS website.

“

KIDNEY HEART



Findings

Positive



I have experienced some positive things to come out of the 
virus outbreak

POSITIVE

39
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CYP

More time to themselves
More time with their families 
Healthier lifestyle 
Better work/life balance
Sense of community 
Less air pollution 
Virtual consultations

PARENTS

Improved relationships 
Bringing the family together 
Safe at home
Protective bubble
Benefits of home working



Messages
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Fear
Access to services 
Limit of leisure activities 
Home-schooling 
Working from home 
financial strain
Little access to peers

Unemployment 
Catch-up schooling
Pressure on services 
Parental stress 
PTSD 
Abuse 
Maladaptive coping

Chronic conditions 
(intellectual) disabilities
Mental health problems 

Family time 
Cohesion 
Increased social support 
Less bullying (school-related)

Fegert et al, BMC Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatry and 
Mental Health, 2020
Richa B, Current Opinion in 
Psychiatry, 2020
Singh S et al. Psychiatry 
Research 2020

Risks Consequences

High risk children Opportunities
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Purpose

Acknowledging experiences 

Organising support

Advocating and influencing policy
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Survey respondents feel……… Healthcare teams might……….

Gaps in real-time ● Authoritative, targeted central repository 
of information

Fear around hospitals ● Reassurance - COVID-19 secure measures

Concerns about psychological wellbeing ● Psychological support
● Encourage enquiry re emotional wellbeing

New ways of engaging with healthcare teams ● Develop -virtual consultations
● Online Live Q+A

Positive aspects surrounding community, 
peer support

● Capitalise on community cohesion
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EDUCATION/WORKSUPPORT NETWORK

CENTRAL MESSAGES 

FORGOTTEN 
FRUSTRATED 

BORED 
RELAXED

FORGOTTEN
WORRIED
TERRIFIED

SAFE

Parents CYP
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Messages

Is it compatible with my beliefs? Shielding/vulnerability child

Do other people believe it? Social media

Do I believe it comes from a credible source? Central trusted sources

Do I see sufficient evidence for it? Evolving information
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INTOLERANCE OF UNCERTAINTY
Fear where the unknown is perceived intensely

INTOLERANCE OF AMBIQUITY
Intolerance towards ambiguity -novel, complex, or 
insoluble situations

PERCEIVED CONTROL
Perceived ability to affect the outcome

WORRY

ANXIETY

MANAGING UNCERTAINTY

Buhr & Dugas, 2006; Satici et al, 2020, McEvoy & Mahoney, 2012
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EDUCATION/WORKSUPPORT NETWORK

UNCERTAINTYMESSAGES & TRUST

CENTRAL MESSAGES 

FORGOTTEN 
FRUSTRATED 

BORED 
RELAXED

FORGOTTEN
WORRIED
TERRIFIED

SAFE

Parents CYP

CENTRAL CONCEPTS
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